Focal shift of radially polarized Bessel-modulated Gaussian (QBG) beam by phase shifting is investigated theoretically by vector diffraction theory. The phase shifting distribution is the function of the radial coordinate. Calculation results show that intensity distribution in focal region can be altered considerably by the topological charge of QBG beam and the phase parameter that indicates the vary degree of the phase shifting along radial coordinate. Topological charge induces the focal shift in transverse direction, while phase parameter leads to the focal shift along optical axis of the focusing system. More interesting, the focal shift may be incontinuous in certain case.
INTRODUCTION
Since Caron and Potvliege introduced a novel class of beam expressed in cylindrical coordinate system recently, namely, the Bessel-modulated Gaussian beams with quadratic radial dependence (QBG beam) [1] , QBG beam has attracted much attention [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . It was shown that such class of beams has familiar collinear geometry of the Gaussian beam and also an interesting non-Gaussian features for certain values of its parameters [1] [2] [3] . Belafhal and Dalil-Essakali studied the propagation properties of QBG beams through a unapertured optical paraxial ABCD system [4] . X. Wang, and B. Lü researched on the beam propagation factor (M 2 -factor), far-field distribution, and the kurtosis parameter of such type of beams [3, 5, 6] . And the Bessel-modulated Gaussian light beams passing through a paraxial ABCD optical system with an annular aperture has also been studied [7] . On the other hand, in the investigation of the focusing properties of optical beams, tracing the movement of the point of absolute maximum intensity along optical axis has attracted many researchers for several decades [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . It was found that the point of absolute maximum intensity does not coincide with the geometrical focus but shifts along optical axis. This phenomenon is referred to as focal shift. More interesting, the focal shift may be incontinuous in certain optical focusing systems.
Almost all QBG beams in above previous papers are in scalar a form, which means the polarization property of optical field is not considered. In fact, the polarization is very important characteristics to alter propagating and focusing properties of beams. For example, laser beam with cylindrical symmetrical polarization have attracted many researchers recently because the electric field in focal region of such cylindrical vector beam has some unique properties [13] [14] [15] [16] . The present paper is aimed at studying focal shift of radially polarized QBG beam by vector diffraction theory. The principle of the focusing radially polarized QBG beam with phase shifting is given in Section 2. Section 3 shows the simulation results and discussions. The conclusions are summarized in Section 4.
PRINCIPLE OF THE FOCUSING RADIALLY POLARIZED QBG BEAM WITH PHASE SHIFTING
In the focusing system we investigated, focusing beam is radially polarized QBG beam whose value of transverse optical field is same as that of the scalar QBG [1] [2] [3] , and its polarization distribution turns on radially symmetric [13, 14] . Therefore, in the cylindrical coordinate system   , ,0 r  the field distribution  E  f the radially polarized QBG beam at the plane is written as,
where r n  is the radial unit vector of polarized direction. 
denotes the Bessel function of order |m|/2, m is the topological charge of QBG beam, ω 0 is the waist width of the Gaussian beam, and μ is a beam parameter which is complex-valued in general. B is a constant. According to vector diffraction, the electric field in focal region of radially polarized QBG beam is [17] ,
where e   , e   , and z e  are the unit vectors in the radial, azimuthal, and propagating directions, respectively. To indicate the position in image space, cylindrical coordinates with origin
  
, ,z 0 z    located at the paraxial focus are employed. E ρ , E z , and E Φ are amplitudes of the three orthogonal components and can be expressed as.
where θ and φ denote the tangential angle with respect to the z axis and the azimuthal angle with respect to the x axis, respectively. k is wave number. α=arcsin(NA) is convergence angle corresponding to the radius of incident optical aperture. In order to make focusing properties clear and simplify calculation process, after simple derivation, Eq.2 can be rewritten as, 
where C is phase parameter that indicates the vary degree of the phase shifting along radial coordinate. Substitute the Eq.7 and Eq.8 into Eqs.4-6, we can obtain,
The optical intensity in focal region is proportional to the modulus square of Eq.3. Basing on the above equations, focusing properties of radially polarized QBG beam with phase shifting can be investigated theoretically.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Without of loss of validity and generality, it was supposed that NA=0.95, μ=5 and w=1. Firstly, the intensity distributions in focal region of the radially polarized QBG beam with phase shifting are calculated under condition of m=0 and different C, and are illustrated in Figure 1 . It should be noted that the distance unit in all figures in this paper is k -1 , where k is the wave number of incident beam. In addition, the coordinates are the radial distance and axial distance, and symmetric characteristics should be paid attention to when see figures. It can be seen that there occurs one dark hollow focus in focal region for C=0.0. Dark hollow focus refers to those focuses whose optical intensity is weaker than that around it and is stable optical trap for those particles
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http://www.scirp.org/journal/NS/ whose refractive index is smaller than that of surrounding media, and this condition is very common, especially in life science optical trapping systems, so construction of dark focal spot is very important and attracts many researchers [18, 19] . Therefore, radially polarized QBG beam can be used to construct dark hollow focus. On increasing C, this dark hollow focus shifts along optical axis away from the optical aperture of the focusing system, as shown in Figure 1b . And the point of absolute maximum intensity also shifts along optical axis. The number of the absolute maximum intensity changes from two to one, namely, the on-axis intensity peak near to the optical aperture weakens on increasing C, as illustrated in Figure 1c . Increase C continuously, the shape of dark hollow focus goes on shifting along optical axis. How ever, the position of absolute maximum intensity becomes incontinuous, namely, jumps to one position near the optical aperture, and then also shifts far away from optical aperture. In order to understand the focal shift deeply, the dependence of focal shift on C is calculated and shown in It can be seen from this figure that when C=0.0 there are two absolute maximum intensity peaks on axis, and on increasing C, one absolute maximum intensity peaks weakens so that there is only one absolute maximum intensity peak, and in the focal evolution process, the distance of focal shift increases on increasing C. When C changes from 1.2 to 1.3, the position of absolute maximum intensity peak jumps from on position to another position, then also shifts increases on increasing C. Focal shift is incontinuous. Figure 3 illustrates the optical intensity distributions in focal region under condition of m=2 and different C. For C =0.0, there is two overlapping intensity rings in focal region, as shown in Figure 3a . On increasing C. one of these two intensity ring weakens, so that one focal ring comes into being and shifts in axial direction. From all above focal pattern evolution, we can see that Topological charge induces the focal shift in transverse direction, while phase parameter leads to the focal shift along optical axis of the focusing system. In order to show this point, optical intensity distributions in focal region under condition of m=7 are also calculated and illustrated in Figure 4 . Ring intensity distribution can be used to construct a ring optical trap that is stable for those particles in focal region whose refraction index is bigger than that of their surrounding medium.
CONCLUSIONS
Focal shift of radially polarized QBG beam by phase shifting is investigated theoretically by vector diffraction theory in this paper. The phase shifting distribution is the function of the radial coordinate. Simulations results show that intensity distribution in focal region can be altered considerably by the topological charge of QBG beam and the phase parameter that indicates the vary degree of the phase shifting along radial coordinate. Dark hollow focus can be obtained in focal region of radially polarized QBG beam, which is very desirable in optical tweezers technique. Particularly, topological charge induces the focal pattern evolution in transverse direction, while phase parameter leads to the focal shift along optical axis more significantly.
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